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people value collecting good ideas 
more than actually doing them





bias towards action
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1.) action is a muscle











2.) we want to 
set aside time later









3.) it’s easier to generate actions 
for other people’s ideas





Actionstorm 

• Ask Jamie (wedding planner) where she recommends people get their 
flowers 

• Ask that person how much business she’s doing 

• Write down every event you go to over the course of the next month, 
and document how you think each of those events could be enhanced 
with flowers





The Science of Action

1.) action is a muscle

2.) we want to set aside time later

3.) it’s easier to generate actions 
for other people’s ideas



Today

More stories & what you can do about it (20 minutes)

Take one idea into action (90 minutes)

Building an action-literate organization (30 minutes)



















every time for every idea



100 billion







Three Zones

The Comfort Zone

The Learning Zone

The Panic Zone





everything in life that’s hard 
is just a series of things that are easy





we’re immediately
intimidated by our best ideas



intimidation is the number one reason 
we procrastinate







the best way to decide not to take 
action on something is to take a little 

bit of action on it















high energy levels
lead to more action 



Stand up.





keep your friends close
and your action-oriented

friends closer





Accountability drives results, 
whereas a lack of accountability 

stalls them.



accountability audit



idea tax



accountability buddies







today is that when



BLUEPRINT



You can go through the Blueprint activity again at 
https://www.udemy.com/proven-steps-for-taking-action/  

https://www.udemy.com/proven-steps-for-taking-action/


action literacy 



action inertia <———> action chaos  



THE BYSTANDER EFFECT









give yourself and your organization 
permission to act on ideas that matter











importance of role-modeling 



how might you create an 
action-literate organization?
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Clients



- High energy, two-hour session 
- Everyone starts with an idea, leaves 

with an action plan 
- Collaborative, active, and fun

- High energy, half-day or full-day 
- Build your action muscle to use for 

every idea, every time 
- Highly interactive, great for teams

Our Most Popular Offerings



www.actionsurge.com 


